
Case study 

The Grimsby Institute Group 

The Grimsby Institute Group is one of England’s largest providers of Further and Higher Education. With a rich 

history of developing innovative training and education solutions for the community, the Group comprises the 

Grimsby Institute, University Centre Grimsby, Yorkshire Coast College in Scarborough, Lincolnshire Regional College 

in Skegness, The Academy Grimsby, which offers an alternative educational route for gifted 14-16 year olds, and 

Lincolnshire Rural Activities Centre in Louth. 

 

The challenge 

Labour market information (LMI) is at the heart of strategic decisions at the Grimsby Institute Group. The Group 
publish annual industry sector reports that cover labour market trends, and hold an overall presentation for key 
stakeholders on current trends both on a national and local level to drive their curriculum planning. They have always 
used publicly available labour market data including governmental statistics to support their curriculum planning and 
business strategy. However, the challenge was to get more granular and up-to-date information relevant to their 
region. 

 

The solution 

The Group decided to invest into paid sources of LMI. They chose Labour Insight to supplement historical data with 

real-time labour market information. Labour Insight also provides the ‘here and now’ data to validate labour market 

predictions and models. 

 

The results 

LMI is at the heart of the group’s core decisions as it shows both market and curriculum opportunities, and drives 
their corporate strategy and curriculum planning. 

Thanks to Labour Insight the Group can include in their reports who is currently recruiting, what jobs they are 
recruiting for and what skills they require. The tool is enabling them to analyse different aspects of the local labour 
market in greater detail. 

Since purchasing Labour Insight they are constantly finding new ways to use real-time labour market intelligence. For 
example, ad hoc research fuelled an article on the ‘Five most in demand jobs in the UK’, and analysing demand 
locally. Labour Insight also helps to provide data to support strategic decisions. They have used Labour Insight to 
write labour market bulletins to inform their students about prospects in the area and to prove the value of their 
courses. Currently, they are piloting working with schools to share labour data for further curriculum development 
ensuring the best possible outcomes for local students. Overall the access to a wider range of LMI sources adds 

value across the whole organisation. 

 

“Using up-to-date labour market information is giving the 

whole group a competitive advantage” 

Hugh Callaway, Executive Director of Marketing at the 

Grimsby Institute 
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